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The effect of the electric-field inhomogeneity has been experimentally studied by polarizing microscopy in
a homeotropic nematic liquid crystal in confined electrode geometries which may be relevant in display
applications. Defects related to tilt inversion have been detected by monitoring the transmitted intensity profile
as a function of the applied voltage. The position of the defects could be controlled by an additional magnetic
field breaking the symmetry of the original arrangement. The phenomenon has been interpreted via numerical
calculation of the director distribution using the continuum theory of nematics. The influence of oblique light
incidence and of weak anchoring has also been analyzed. Simulations have provided good qualitative agree-
ment with the observations. The method has turned out to be a sensitive tool to detect small misalignment
angles between the magnetic field and the cell plane.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A specific feature of nematic liquid crystals is manifested
in the coupling between their director n and the external
electric E and/or magnetic H fields. Electro- and magneto-
optical effects are usually studied in a “sandwich” cell ge-
ometry, where the liquid crystal is placed between two par-
allel transparent solid substrates �x-y plane�. The substrates
usually are covered with a thin conducting layer in order to
be able to apply an electric field across the cell �z direction�.
The cell thickness d is typically �100 �m, while the lateral
dimensions D are in the order of cm, which results in a large
�N=D /d�100� aspect ratio; hence they can be considered as
infinite in the x-y plane. Under such conditions the applied
fields are laterally homogeneous, and at proper signs of the
anisotropy of the dielectric permittivity or the magnetic sus-
ceptibility, fields exceeding a threshold value induce a defor-
mation of the director field homogeneous in x-y, i.e., a de-
viation from the initial director determined by the surface
anchoring �1,2�.

Comparison of the director distribution in such “infinite”
cells with that in a confined geometry �where the lateral di-
mensions of the cell or of the electrodes are comparable or
just a few times bigger than the thickness, i.e., N�10� is an
interesting basic question as well as an important issue in
technological applications. In the first case �“infinite” cells�
one takes advantage of the large homogeneously deformed
area and neglects the boundary effects. This large aspect ra-
tio also makes studying nonequilibrium pattern forming in-
stabilities �3� convenient in this geometry. The second case
�small sized cells� has a special importance for the display
technology where the lateral size of pixels may be in the
range of the thickness or can gain a straightforward applica-
tion in optics to create liquid crystal microlenses �4,5�. Ear-

lier investigations on the consequences of the inhomoge-
neous electric field in this confined case have focused on
planarly aligned cells �5–8� offering best perspectives for
display applications and have reported interesting instabili-
ties of the inversion lines occurring in the center of the pixels
�9,10�.

On the other hand, several problems in basic research also
require small aspect ratio cells. One example is a special type
of a nonlinear, pattern forming instability �a transition to a
tristable intermittent state in electroconvection� where the
effect of the spatial noise in the x-y plane could be isolated
by varying the size of the convecting area �11�. Also the
system can be guided to specific wave-vector ranges by tun-
ing the cell size in the range of the pattern wavelength
�12,13�.

Recently the homeotropic alignment began to attract
larger attention both for electroconvection studies �14� and
for display applications �15�. Therefore in the present paper
we address the behavior of homeotropic cells in confined
geometries. Experimental results are presented for two-
dimensional �2d� �pixel� as well as for one-dimensional �1d�
�strip� confinements. We also attempt to give a qualitative
explanation of the observed effects supported by numerical
simulations using the continuum theory of nematics.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the measuring setup and the compound studied. Then the
main experimental observations for the 2d confinement are
summarized in Sec. III A with a qualitative explanation in
Sec. III B. Numerical simulations are first presented for the
inhomogeneous electric field in Sec. IV A, followed by dis-
cussing the influence of an additional magnetic field in Sec.
IV B. The numerical results are compared with experiments
in 1d confined geometry in Sec. V A. The effect of an ob-
lique light incidence is discussed in Sec. V B; weak anchor-
ing is addressed in Sec. V C. Finally Sec. VI closes the paper
with some conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MATERIALS

The experiments have been carried out in the confined
geometry achieved by a special design of the electrodes. A
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glass plate coated with conducting indium-tin-oxide �ITO�
layer has been etched to obtain a series of parallel conducting
strips whose width D varied in the range of 70–450 �m
�comparable with the sample thickness�. The conducting
strips have been contacted along one side �in a comblike
electrode arrangement� in order to be able to apply voltage to
all strips simultaneously. Two types of cell configuration �A
and B� have been used. Type A cells were assembled in a
way that the electrode strips on the glass plates facing each
other were running perpendicular. As a result the overlapping
electrode strips defined a matrix of rectangular areas �pixels�
of various sizes where the liquid crystal is subjected to the
electric field. Choosing different areas the behavior of liquid
crystals in regions of different aspect ratios N=D /d
��1.5–9.5� could be studied. These aspect ratios are much
smaller than those typically used in other measurements �N
�200�. In type B cell configuration only one of the glass
plates was etched; thus the electrode overlapping defined
elongated areas constrained in one direction only. The cells
have been driven by a sinusoidal ac voltage U with a fre-
quency of f =1 kHz and amplitude of �2U.

For the measurements the cell was placed in between two
water-cooled Peltier elements having a central hole for opti-
cal observations. Heating/cooling of the Peltier elements was
controlled by a proportional-integral-differential �PID� con-
troller resulting in a �0.1 °C stability of the oven tempera-
ture. The hot stage was placed in between the poles of an
electromagnet. The magnetic field H could be varied by
changing the supply current in the range �0H�0–1 T. The
sample was illuminated by the nearly monochromatic light
of a high intensity light emitting diode �LED�. The textures/
patterns evolving in the sample have been observed with two
crossed polarizers using a long-range microscope Questar
Qm100 and recorded by a video camera connected to a frame
grabber card. These images have been stored with a spatial
resolution of 512�512 and an 8 bit gray scale for further
processing.

Commercial nematic mixture Phase 5A �Merck� has been
used for the experiments which is almost identical to mixture
Phase 5 �Merck� except that it contains a dopant added in
order to enhance conductivity and promote homeotropic
alignment. The compound has negative dielectric permittiv-
ity anisotropy ��a�0� and positive diamagnetic susceptibil-
ity anisotropy ��a�0�; other parameters of the substance are
also known �16�. Homeotropically aligned sandwich cells of
thickness d=47�0.4 �m have been prepared with lateral
dimensions of 1 cm�1 cm in the x-y plane. As Phase 5A
spontaneously aligns homeotropically on clean surfaces, no
substrate coating was needed to obtain good orientation.
Electric field �E� has been applied along z and magnetic field
�H� along x.

In this geometry a bend Freedericksz transition �a director
tilt homogeneous in x-y� can be induced either by an applied
voltage exceeding the threshold voltage UF or by a magnetic
field above the threshold HF. For the bulk electric and mag-
netic Freedericksz thresholds UF=7.97 V and �0HF
=0.187 T have been found, respectively. From now on all
voltages and magnetic fields will be measured in units of UF
and HF, respectively. If electric and magnetic fields are su-
perposed the bulk Freedericksz transition occurs at lower

voltages and fields; for a given U�UF the threshold mag-
netic field becomes HUF=HF�1−U2 /UF

2�1/2 �2�.

III. RECTANGULAR (2D) CONFINEMENT

A. Experimental observations on type A cells

First we present our observations on type A cells repre-
senting a two-dimensional rectangular confinement �pixel�.
At zero applied voltage, U=0, the cell has a homogeneous
homeotropic orientation; the locations of the overlapping
electrodes cannot optically be identified. The effect of the
constrained geometry becomes apparent when a voltage is
applied to the cell. Figures 1�a�–1�d� exhibit a sequence of
images of a pixel of 410 �m�410 �m taken with crossed
polarizers at various U. It is seen that a distortion of the
director field manifested in colored bright stripes appearing
due to the birefringence variations emerges �see Fig. 1�a��
along the contours of the electrodes already at voltages much
below the bulk Freedericksz threshold UF. For increasing
voltages it penetrates gradually into the overlapped electrode
region �symmetrically from all four sides� while for U�UF
the distortion extends over the whole region but its very
center which remains undistorted as a singular inversion line
running normal to the substrates �seen as a black spot in Fig.
1�d��. At further increase in U one can reach the critical
voltage Uc for the onset of electroconvection �Uc�16.5 V
for f =1000 Hz�. The appearing electroconvection pattern is
characterized by a sequence of dark and bright stripes run-
ning normal to the local director �normal rolls� as shown in
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� which, however, preserves the fourfold
symmetry of the underlying Freedericksz state �Fig. 1�d��.

When an additional magnetic field H is applied along one
electrode strip �x�, the fourfold symmetry of the Freedericksz
state seen in Fig. 1 is broken. It is found that the singular
inversion line in the center of the cell transforms into an
inversion wall in the y-z plane perpendicular to H as seen in
Figs. 3�a�–3�c�. One can also notice that this wall shifts to
the right with increasing H. The H dependence of the dis-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Snapshots taken at crossed polarizers
demonstrating the electric-field induced pattern in a rectangular
pixel of low aspect ratio �type A cell�. The applied voltages are �a�
U=0.83UF, �b� U=0.95UF, �c� U=1.03UF, and �d� U=1.17UF,
respectively.
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placement s from the center is depicted in more detail in Fig.
4 at a fixed applied voltage of U=0.8UF.

B. Qualitative interpretation

The starting point for the qualitative interpretation of the
observations above is the fact that in our cell construction the
linear extensions D of a pixel are comparable to the cell
thickness d. It is well known from the electrostatics of a
plane condenser that around its edges an inhomogeneous
electric field develops whose direction and magnitude vary
with the distance from the edge. These considerations can
readily be applied here with the complication that—in con-
trast to vacuum or to simple dielectric materials with a con-
stant permittivity—there is an interaction here between E
and the director n. This results in a director realignment
which influences the effective dielectric permittivity and
hence E.

In the region of the inhomogeneous field, where E ac-
quires a lateral �x or y� component, the dielectric torque in-
duces a tilt of the director, i.e., distortion takes place already
for U�UF. One expects that the electrode normal �z�, the
director and the electric field are coplanar �Fig. 5�, conse-
quently the liquid crystal suffers a 2d splay-bend deforma-
tion. The resulting birefringence leads to the intensity modu-
lation seen in Figs. 1�a�–1�d�. In Sec. IV A we will calculate
numerically the director field induced by the inhomogeneous
E in the plane normal to the electrode edge. As circling along
the contour of the overlapping electrode area the lateral com-
ponent of E makes a full turn. The direction of the director
tilt should also turn around; this is manifested in the fourfold
symmetry and in the singularity seen in the center in Fig.
1�d�.

Switching on a magnetic field H along one electrode strip
�x� breaks the degeneracy of the homeotropic alignment; due

to �a�0 it introduces a preferred direction parallel to H for
the director in the plane of the cell surface �x-y plane�.
Therefore the electrode edges along x and along y are not
equivalent any more which breaks the fourfold symmetry.

For the edge running in the y direction, E and H are still
coplanar with z, hence a plane deformation is expected; how-
ever, this does not hold for the edge along x where a more
general 3d director distortion is anticipated. As director tilts
perpendicular to H are less favored, it is not surprising that
the system minimizes the size of that area; i.e., the inversion
line extends into an inversion wall along y. If H is exactly
along x, a twofold right/left symmetry of the cell still should
prevail; hence the defect wall should be located in the center.
This symmetry breaks if the magnetic field is oblique, i.e., if
Hz�0. The shift of the defect wall to one side in the experi-
ment �as seen in Fig. 3�c�� indicates that there was a mis-
alignment of the magnetic field direction. In Sec. IV B we
calculate numerically the influence of H on the director field
and will estimate the misalignment angle occurred during the
experiment.

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the field induced patterns in confined ge-
ometry at superimposed electric and magnetic fields in a type A cell
at U=0.8UF. The arrows indicate the location of the inversion wall.
The magnetic fields are �a� H=0.71HF, �b� H=0.81HF, and �c� H
=0.93HF, respectively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Shift s of the defect wall from the center
�in units of the sample thickness d� versus the magnetic field H �in
units of the Freedericksz field HF� at U=0.8UF in a type A cell. The
dotted line marks the location of the electrode edge.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Geometry of the cell assumed in the
calculations. The thick horizontal lines are the electrodes: infinite at
z=0, finite �−D /2�x�D /2� at z=d. The numerical calculations
are done for the area −L /2�x�L /2, 0�z�d. The thin solid lines
are the equipotential lines; some lines of force for the electric field
are shown dashed. The thick bars indicate the director orientation; 	
is the director tilt angle. 
 is the misalignment angle of the mag-
netic field H. The cell is illuminated by a monochromatic light in
the direction k deviating from the normal incidence by an angle �.

(b)(a)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Electroconvection patterns in confined
geometry �a� around the threshold voltage Uc and �b� above Uc.
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IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this section we intend to calculate the director field in
the constrained electrode geometry. The calculation is based
on one basic concept of the continuum theory of nematics
�1�: for stationary �reversible� deformations the free energy is
minimized. In order to simplify the calculations we constrain
ourself to a 2d geometry in the x-z plane, assuming that z, E,
and H lie all in this plane and there is no y dependence. This
approximates the situation occurring in a vertical cross sec-
tion of the cell at y=0 �i.e., through the center of the pixel�.

The geometry considered is depicted in Fig. 5. The lower
electrode at z=0 extends to infinity �−��x��� while the
upper one, lying across at z=d, is finite �−D /2�x�D /2�.
It is obvious that upon application of a voltage U to the
electrode the electric field E is the largest and is normal
to the electrodes at x=0 �i.e., here Ex=0� while for x
→ �� one has E→0. In general, due to the finite electrode
size �the small aspect ratio D /d� the electric field is inhomo-
geneous in the cell and has an x component too: E�x ,z�
= �Ex�x ,z� ,0 ,Ez�x ,z��. It is convenient to introduce a single
electric potential �x ,z�=Uu�x ,z� which has the electric
field as its gradient: E=−�. The magnetic field H is as-
sumed to be constant, making an angle 
 with the x axis:
H= �H cos 
 ,0 ,H sin 
�. The director field is described by
an angle 	�x ,z� which gives the inclination of the director
away from its initial homeotropic alignment: n�x ,z�
= �sin 	�x ,z� ,0 ,cos 	�x ,z��. The cell is illuminated by a
monochromatic light of wavelength � from the infinite elec-
trode side; the direction of light propagation k in general
makes an angle � with the cell normal �the z axis�.

The calculations are made in two steps: first in Sec. IV A
we compute n�r� for the case when a voltage is applied only,
then in Sec. IV B we add the magnetic field too.

A. Director distortion in an inhomogeneous electric field

In this section we calculate the director field in the con-
strained electrode geometry in the absence of a magnetic
field �H=0�.

The liquid crystal is assumed to be uncharged and insu-
lating. If director gradients are present, the system gains an
elastic free-energy density fd which, in the present geometry,
contains splay and bend terms only. The total free energy F
is then composed of the volume integrals of fd and that of the
dielectric contribution fe:

F =� �fd + fe�dV

=� �1

2
K1�div n�2 +

1

2
K3�n � curl n�2

−
1

2
�0��U2��u�2 −

1

2
�0�aU2�n � u�2	dV . �1�

Here K1 and K3 are the splay and bend elastic moduli,
respectively. The dielectric anisotropy, �a=�
 −��, is the dif-
ference of dielectric permittivities measured along ��
� and
normal ���� to the director n. For the compound studied �a
�0.

Due to the initial homeotropic alignment the boundary
condition for the director is 	=0 at both bounding surfaces
�i.e., at z=0 and at z=d�. The electric potentials at the bound-
aries are: =0 at the lower electrode �i.e., u=0 for z=0� as
well as for �x�→� for any z�0, while =U at the upper
electrode �i.e., u=1 for z=d and −D /2�x�D /2�. It follows
from the symmetry of the geometry that u�x ,z� is an even,
	�x ,z� is an odd function of x �at the two edges of the elec-
trode the electric field and hence the director tilts in the op-
posite direction�; consequently 	=0 at x=0 must fulfill.

In a typical cell of large aspect ratio at increasing U
a bend Freedericksz transition would occur with a sharp
threshold voltage UF. In our case, however, the situation is
modified due to the confined geometry; a deformation occurs
near the electrode edges already for infinitesimally small U,
while for x�−D /2 as well as for x�D /2 the homeotropic
alignment prevails. The actual director field and electric po-
tential should minimize the total free energy F in Eq. �1�
with the boundary conditions mentioned above. This require-
ment leads to two coupled Euler-Lagrange equations; one for
	�x ,z�,

�K1 cos2 	 + K3 sin2 	�
�2	

�x2 + �K1 sin2 	 + K3 cos2 	�
�2	

�z2

+ �K3 − K1�sin 	 cos 	�� �	

�x
2

− � �	

�z
2

+ 2
�2	

�x � z
	

+ �K3 − K1��cos2 	 − sin2 	�
�	

�x

�	

�z

+ �0�aU2 sin 	 cos 	�� �u

�x
2

− � �u

�z
2	

+ �0�aU2�cos2 	 − sin2 	�
�u

�x

�u

�z
= 0, �2�

and one for u�x ,z�,

��� + �a sin2 	�
�2u

�x2 + ��� + �a cos2 	�
�2u

�z2

+ 2�a sin 	 cos 	� �2u

�x � z
+

�u

�x

�	

�z
−

�u

�z

�	

�x


+ �a�cos2 	 − sin2 	�� �u

�z

�	

�x
+

�u

�x

�	

�z
 = 0. �3�

We note that Eq. �3� turns out to be equivalent to the Max-
well’s equation div��E�=0.

Unfortunately the resulting equations could not be solved
analytically, so we had to obtain a numerical solution.
Numerical calculations have been made on a two-
dimensional grid covering the finite distance range −L /2
�x�L /2 and 0�z�d with 417�21 points �L=19.95d
�938 �m, D=311 �m�6.6d� using MATHEMATICA �17�.
In the calculations the derivatives have been replaced by fi-
nite differences. The boundary condition for �x�→� could
not be implemented on the finite grid. Instead, we assumed
that the potential for �x��L /2 at the upper substrate �z=d� is
the same as it would be for an unperturbed homeotropic
alignment. That ensures the stability of the solution.
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As an example of the numerical results in Fig. 6 we
present three-dimensional plots of the calculated tilt angle
	�x ,z� and potential �x ,z� for U=0.95UF at H=0. They
reflect the required odd and even symmetry with respect to
x. In Fig. 7 we compare the 	�x ,d /2� profile in the middle
of the cell for various applied voltages. It is seen that a
distortion appears already much below the bulk Freedericksz
threshold voltage UF near the edge of the electrode
�x� �D /2�. This is the region where E is not parallel to the
initial director alignment, hence it bears some analogy to the
simpler case of a homogeneous transition at tilted boundary
conditions �initial director alignment is neither parallel nor
perpendicular to the bounding surfaces but makes an angle
��. In this latter case it has been proved that for ��0, in-
stead of the sharp Freedericksz transition at UF, the distor-
tion becomes thresholdless and 	max increases smoothly with
U �2�.

Figure 8 depicts the voltage dependence of the maximal
tilt angle 	max. It has been found that the location zmax where
	max occurs lies slightly above the middle of the cell �which
is due to the asymmetric electrode configuration� and its
x-position xmax shifts slightly inside, away from the electrode
edge with increasing U. For an illustration we plot in Fig. 9
the z dependence of the tilt angle at various x positions: at
the electrode edge, and at a fixed distance from the edge
inside and outside of the electrodes. It is also noticeable that
the director tilt relaxes on a shorter length scale outside the
electrodes than inside.

Given the 	�x ,z� dependence, one can easily calculate
the optical phase difference � by integrating neff�z�−no
along z,

� =
2�

�
�

0

d

�neff�z� − no�dz

=
2�

�
�

0

d

�
no

�1 −
ne

2 − no
2

ne
2

sin2 �

− no�dz . �4�

Here neff�z� is the effective refractive index for the ex-
traordinary illumination depending on �=	−� �the angle be-
tween the optical axis and the light propagation�, while no is
the ordinary, ne is the extraordinary refractive index. �
determines the transmitted light intensity detectable at
crossed polarizers with a monochromatic illumination. In
Figs. 10�a�–10�f� we exhibit the calculated x dependence of

(b)(a)

FIG. 6. �Color online� A three-dimensional plot of the calculated
a; director tilt angle 	�x ,z�, and b; electric potential �x ,z� for the
applied voltage U=0.95UF at H=0.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Calculated x-profile of the tilt angle
	�x ,d /2� in the middle of the cell for various voltages U. The
vertical dashed lines indicate the electrode edges.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Calculated voltage dependence of the
maximal tilt angle 	max.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Calculated z-profile of the tilt angle
	�0,z� at the electrode edge, as well as inside and outside the pixel
at U=0.95UF.
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the transmitted intensity for normal incidence ��=0� and �
=530 nm in the form of gray scale images for different volt-
ages, imitating what could be seen in the microscope.

The results of the simulation shown in Fig. 10 are in
qualitative accordance with the images taken at white light
illumination �Figs. 1�a�–1�d��. For a quantitative comparison
between simulations and experiments a set of images were
taken of the same cell at monochromatic illumination by a
green diode laser ��=530 nm�. In order to avoid the com-
plications due to the fourfold symmetry of the images �field
inhomogeneity and resulting deformation occurs at all four
sides of the pixel�, we focus onto a narrow horizontal section
running along x through the center of the pixel where the
effect of the other edges can mostly be neglected. Figure
11�a�–11�f� depicts such sections of the images. The agree-
ment between Figs. 10 and 11 is very good up to U
=0.98UF, i.e., in the range of relatively small deformations.

B. Inhomogeneous electric field with a superimposed
homogeneous magnetic field

In this section we discuss the influence of a superposed
homogeneous magnetic field H on the director distortion. We
assume that H is mainly along x but allow for a slight mis-
alignment characterized by an angle 
 �see Fig. 5� so that
H= �H cos 
 ,0 ,H sin 
�. Due to the presence of the mag-
netic field there is an additional magnetic torque acting on n
which breaks the fourfold symmetry of the director field. At
the electrode edges running normal to H the electric and
magnetic fields and the director are still coplanar, but at the

edges parallel to H the electric field and hence the director
gains a y component too. In the following we restrict our-
selves to the simpler case of plane deformations. We follow
the same route of calculations as above, just one has to take
into account that the free-energy density of the system now
contains a magnetic contribution, fH, consequently F in Eq.
�1� has to be supplemented by

FH =� fHdV =��−
1

2
�0�a�nH�2	dV , �5�

where �a=�
 −�� is the anisotropy of the magnetic suscep-
tibility, �
 and �� are the susceptibilities along and normal to
the director, respectively �for the compound studied �a�0�.

The direction of a magnetic field has an influence on the
homogeneous Freedericksz transition, i.e., in cells of large
aspect ratio. In Fig. 12 we plotted 	max as a function of H /HF
for different magnetic misalignment angles 
 �HF is the
threshold field for the magnetic Freedericksz transition�. The
curve 
=0 corresponds to the sharp Freedericksz transition.
For oblique magnetic fields �
�0� the situation is the same
as the case with tilted surface alignment, already mentioned
before �2�: the deformation becomes thresholdless.

If a voltage U is on, for 
=0 the Freedericksz transition
remains sharp; just the threshold voltage reduces with H. For

�0 the continuous character of deformation prevails, nev-
ertheless the voltage necessary to induce a given 	max also
reduces with H.

In our case of confined geometry the numerical determi-
nation of the director field can be done in the same way as
for H=0, except that the sum of Eqs. �1� and �5� has to be
minimized. As a consequence a magnetic term

�0�aH2 sin 	 cos 	�cos2 
 − sin2 
�

+ �0�aH2�cos2 	 − sin2 	�sin 
 cos 
 �6�

should also be added to the left-hand side of Eq. �2�.
The presence of the magnetic field does not break the

symmetry if H is parallel to the x axis �
=0�. A misalign-
ment of H �
�0� breaks, however, the left-right symmetry.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Reconstructed gray scale images at vari-
ous voltages for the position dependence of the calculated transmit-
ted intensity around the electrode edge at crossed polarizers. The
vertical solid lines mark the location of the electrode edges; the
dashed line is the center of the electrode.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Position dependence of the measured
transmitted intensity around the electrode edge at crossed polarizers
in a type A cell. The vertical solid lines mark the location of the
electrode edge; the dashed line is the center of the electrode.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Calculated maximum distortion angle
	max of the deformation induced by an oblique magnetic field at
U=0.
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This can be seen in the three-dimensional plot of 	�x ,z� in
Fig. 13 obtained for U=0.79UF, H=0.7HF and 
=0.5°. In
Fig. 14 we compare the 	�x ,d /2� profiles at z /d=0.5 for
various misalignment angles 
 at H=0.7HF and U=0.79UF.
The location of the tilt inversion wall �	=0� shifts to the side
by a distance s from the center. The bigger the misalignment
angle, the bigger the shift, as demonstrated in Fig. 15. The
shift of the inversion wall depends on the magnitude of H
too, as depicted in Fig. 16. For low H the shift s is small. It
starts to increase strongly when H reaches the threshold mag-
netic field HUF=HF�1−U2 /UF

2�1/2 for the combined electric-
magnetic Freedericksz transition. The calculations have
shown that for higher magnetic fields �approaching HF� the
inversion wall can move out from the electrode area with an
increasing slope of s�H�; finally, at a critical magnetic field
close to HF, the tilt inversion disappears.

Note the extreme sensitivity. A misalignment angle �
�
�0.5° may produce already a shift of �s��2d.

The numerical results described above are in qualitative
agreement with the experimental observations on type A cell
shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�c� and 4 for H�HF. One can notice,
however, that the experimental slope of the s�H� curve in
Fig. 4 is only about 50% of the calculated one �Fig. 16�. For
high magnetic fields there is, moreover, even a qualitative
difference. In contrast to the calculations, the experimental
s�H� curve in Fig. 4 behaves differently for high H: the in-
version wall remained within the electrode area and did not
disappear even for H�HF.

This deviation of the experimental findings from the pre-
dictions of the model can be attributed to the fact that the
calculations have been done for a simplified geometry as-
suming no y dependence, while the electrodes of type A cell
are actually finite �of size D, N�9� also in the y direction. It
can be seen in Fig. 3 that a strong director distortion does
exist near those electrode edges running parallel to x. The
elastic torques originating from this deformation zones—
which are not taken into account in the presented
calculations—may affect the position of the inversion wall.
Formally this can be interpreted as if there were a restoring
force acting on the inversion wall which hinders its displace-
ment and prevents it from moving outside the electrode
edges.

V. STRIP (1D) CONFINEMENT

In order to resolve the discrepancy mentioned above, ex-
periments have also been performed on type B cells whose
overlapping electrode area is a narrow strip extending along
y to the cell edges. Type B cells have an aspect ratio of N
�300 in the y direction, thus approach the infinite cell as-
sumption of the calculations much better.

A. Experimental observations on type B cells

The microphotographs in Figs. 17�a�–17�j� show an ex-
ample how the electric-field induced deformation around the
electrode edges of type B cell depend on the applied mag-

FIG. 14. �Color online� Calculated x-profile of the tilt angle
	�x ,d /2� in the middle of the cell for various 
 angles at H
=0.7HF and U=0.79UF.

FIG. 15. �Color online� Calculated 
 dependence of the shift of
the inversion wall at H=0.7HF and U=0.79UF.

FIG. 16. �Color online� Calculated shift of the inversion wall
versus H for various misalignment angles at U=0.79UF. The
dashed horizontal line indicates the position of the electrode edge;
the vertical line marks the combined Freedericksz threshold HUF.

FIG. 13. �Color online� A three-dimensional plot of the calcu-
lated director tilt angle 	�x ,z� for U=0.79UF, H=0.7HF, and 

=0.5°.
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netic field. These optical observations are in good qualitative
agreement with the predictions of the calculations. They
have proven that the deformation remains constrained to a
region at the edges until the applied voltage U and magnetic
field H reach the combined Freedericksz threshold �HUF
=0.61HF for U=0.79UF�. As a consequence there is a wide
dark region in the center of the electrode �see Figs. 17�a� and
17�b��, so the position of the inversion wall cannot be pre-
cisely determined. Indeed, the calculations have shown that
in this regime ��	 /�x��0 at the location of 	=0. Above the
threshold �i.e., in Figs. 17�c�–17�j��, however, ��	 /�x� is
large; therefore the inversion wall appears as a narrow black
line with a shift s from the center �indicated by horizontal
bars in Fig. 17�c�–17�i��. Figure 18 presents the magnetic
field dependence of this shift for various applied voltages. It
can immediately be seen that, in contrast to the case of type
A cells shown in Fig. 4, for type B cell the slope of the s�H�
curve now increases with H. Moreover, the wall moves
through the electrode edge and disappears completely for a
critical H�HF �see the image at H=0.99HF in Fig. 17�j��,
just as the calculations predicted. This can be regarded as an
indirect proof for the presence of a restoring force acting on
the wall in 2d confined type A cell.

A quantitative comparison has also been attempted at
U=0.79UF. Figure 18 shows besides experimental data the
calculated shift for a quite small misalignment angle of 
 fit
=−0.3° as a solid curve. It can be seen that this theoretical
curve fits the measured data �solid squares� fairly well.

Unfortunately we do not have a direct tool to measure the
actual misalignment angle 
0 �which is characteristic of the

experimental setup� independently. We can, however, change
this angle by rotating the cell in the magnetic field by a
controlled angle �
 yielding 
=
0+�
. One expects that
when the misalignment is compensated by the rotation �

=−
0, the symmetry is restored and therefore the inversion
wall should remain in the center of the electrode.

In Fig. 19 we present how does the cell rotation angle �

affect the position of the inversion wall. It is seen that de-
pending on the sign of �
 the shift of the wall can be larger
as well as smaller than in case of �
=0. Moreover, we can
change the direction of the shift too. These measurements
provide an indirect tool for the estimation of 
0. In Fig. 20
the shift of the inversion wall is plotted versus �
 for two
fixed magnetic fields. The data are well fitted by a second-
order polynomial. The fit curves cross the x axis �s=0� at
�
�1.6° implying that the initial misalignment angle is

0�−1.6°. This value is considerably bigger and seems to
be more realistic than the one ��−0.3°� which gave the best
fit for the experimental data in Fig. 16.

We would like to note that a very small ��−0.3°� mis-
alignment angle could be realized by a cell rotation of �

=+1.3°. In this case we have found that the inversion wall
remains within the electrode area even for H�HF �see the
open circles in Fig. 19�. This observation disagrees with the
predictions of the calculations in Sec. IV B shown in Fig. 16
and resembles the behavior found in 2d confined type A cell.
This suggests that even in 1d confined type B cells there
might exist a tiny restoring force hindering the motion of the
wall �which is not taken into account in the calculations�.
Partly it might originate from the still finite �though large
compared to d� size of type B cell, partly from pinning at
surface defects outside the observed region of the cell. Such
a restoring force could explain why the experimental shift of
the inversion wall is less sensitive to the magnetic misalign-
ment angle than the predictions of the calculations.

FIG. 17. �Color online� Microphotographs of the field induced
deformation around an electrode strip in a type B cell at U
=0.79UF for various magnetic fields. The vertical solid lines mark
the location of the electrode edges; the dotted line is the center of
the electrode. The horizontal bars indicate the shift of the inversion
wall.

FIG. 18. �Color online� Shift s of the inversion wall from the
center �in units of the sample thickness d� versus the magnetic field
H �in units of the Freedericksz field HF� at various applied voltages
in a type B cell. The horizontal line marks the location of the elec-
trode edge; the vertical lines show the threshold magnetic field of
the combined electric-magnetic Freedericksz transition. The solid
curve is the theoretical shift for U=0.79UF and 
 fit=−0.3°.
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B. Influence of oblique light incidence

We have assumed so far for both the calculations �Fig. 10�
and the evaluation of the experiments shown in Figs. 11 and
17 that the sample is observed at normal light incidence. This
assumption allowed us to identify the extinction position �the
darkest place in the image� with the position of the inversion
wall. When the cell is rotated in the setup, not only 
 is
varied but the light incidence angle � is changing too. There-
fore we have checked the influence of oblique light incidence
on the observed textures.

At oblique light incidence, the optical phase difference
developing in the cell depends on �. As a consequence, if
��0 the symmetry of the image seen in the microscope
becomes broken already for H=0; namely, the intensity
peaks originating from the deformed regions around the two
electrode edges will have different heights. Such an asym-
metry could be observed experimentally at �
=0 which ren-
ders a slight ��0�1°� obliqueness of the light incidence
probable.

Another consequence of ��0 is that the extinction posi-
tion is shifted from the actual position of the inversion wall
as it is illustrated in Fig. 21. It is seen that the dependence on
� is the strongest at low H where the tilt angles as well as
�	 /�x are small. This is, however, the range where a precise
comparison with the experiments cannot be performed.
Whenever �	 /�x becomes already larger �in the H�HUF
range�, the extinction position becomes very weakly affected
by the incidence angle. Therefore in that H range where the
experiments were performed, the influence of the oblique
incidence is practically negligible.

C. Influence of weak anchoring

In the calculations we assumed so far strong homeotropic
anchoring, i.e., 	=0, at the bounding substrates. This bound-
ary condition does not hold, however, for a weak anchoring

where the director can tilt at the substrates too. Deviation
from the �homeotropic� easy axis yields a surface free energy
whose density is given as fs= 1

2W sin2 	 �18�. Here W char-
acterizes the strength of anchoring; W→� corresponds to
the strong anchoring case.

If weak anchoring is assumed the surface term

Fs =�� fsdS�z=0 +�� fsdS�z=d

=�� 1

2
W sin2 	dS�

z=0
+�� 1

2
W sin2 	dS�

z=d

, �7�

should be added to the total free energy and should be in-
volved into the minimization. Equations �2� and �3� will not
be affected, but the boundary condition for the director
should be replaced by

FIG. 19. �Color online� Shift s of the inversion wall from the
center �in units of the sample thickness d� versus the magnetic field
H �in units of the Freedericksz field HF� at various cell rotation
angles �
=
−
0 at U=0.79UF in a type B cell. The horizontal
lines mark the location of the electrode edges; the vertical dashed
line show the threshold magnetic field of the combined electromag-
netic Freedericksz transition.

FIG. 20. �Color online� Shift s of the inversion wall from the
center �in units of the sample thickness d� versus the cell rotation
angles �
=
−
0 at various magnetic fields H at U=0.79UF in a
type B cell. The lines correspond to a second-order polynomial fit.

FIG. 21. �Color online� Shift s of the extinction position from
the center �in units of the sample thickness d� versus the magnetic
field H �in units of the Freedericksz field HF� at 
=−1.5° and U
=0.79UF for various light incidence angles � in a type B cell. The
dashed horizontal line marks the location of the electrode edges; the
vertical dotted line shows the threshold magnetic field HUF of the
combined electromagnetic Freedericksz transition.
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�K1 sin2 	 + K3 cos2 	�
�	

�z
+ �K3 − K1�sin 	 cos 	

�	

�x

� W sin 	 cos 	 = 0 �8�

where the minus sign applies for the z=0 substrate, while the
plus sign should be taken for z=d �19�.

The anchoring strength affects the Freedericksz thresholds
too; actually lowers them. With straightforward calculation
one obtains that the Freedericksz threshold voltage UFw at
weak anchoring is related to the threshold voltage UF at
strong anchoring by

UFw = �1 −
2�0

�
UF with sin2 �0 =

��
UFw

UF
2

�Wd

K3
2

+ ��
UFw

UF
2 .

�9�

A similar prefactor applies for the magnetic threshold field
too.

For our cell the experimental value of the bulk Freeder-
icksz threshold voltage is about 91% of the theoretical value
�calculated from the material parameter set �16��. If this dif-
ference is fully attributed to the effect of the finite anchoring
strength �which may be an overestimation�, one obtains W
�17K3 /d�4.6�10−6 J m−2, which is of the usual order of
magnitude �20�.

Simulations for our confined geometry have shown that
weakening the anchoring �lowering W� increases the distor-
tion angle, as expected. The influence of the finite anchoring
strength on the displacement of the inversion wall in mag-
netic field is demonstrated in Fig. 22, where the field depen-
dence of the shift of the inversion wall at various anchoring
strengths is compared with that calculated for strong anchor-
ing. It is seen that at small magnetic fields �H�HUF� the
shift of the wall is slightly smaller for weak anchoring, how-
ever, for higher magnetic fields �H�HUF, which is relevant
to compare with measurements� lowering the anchoring

strength increases the displacement of the inversion wall
from the center. In addition, at weak anchoring the wall can
move out of the electrode area already at lower magnetic
fields.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work we have studied the deformation of a homeo-
tropic nematic liquid crystal in a confined geometry �around
the electrode edges� in superposed electric and magnetic
fields. Both 2d �square electrodes� and 1d �strip electrodes�
confinements have been tested experimentally. It has been
found that at increasing voltages director distortion emerges
around the electrode edges leading to the appearance of de-
fects in the center of the cell, while an additional magnetic
field shifts the defect from the center. The qualitative expla-
nation of the observed phenomena relies on the presence of
inhomogeneous electric fields superposed with a homoge-
neous, though slightly misaligned magnetic field. This idea
has been supported by numerical simulations based on the
continuum theory performed for the 1d geometry. Simula-
tions could give an account of most experimental features,
though yielded a larger sensitivity of the defect’s shift on the
magnetic misalignment angle than found experimentally by
cell rotation measurements.

Most simulations have been performed for idealized con-
ditions; namely, assuming electrode strips of infinite length,
strong anchoring and no pretilt at the bounding surfaces, nor-
mal light incidence, insulating liquid crystal with no flexo-
electric interaction. There is no reason to assume the pres-
ence of a �uniform� pretilt in the sample considering the lack
of alignment coating. The influence of oblique light inci-
dence and weak alignment has been explicitly checked by
simulations yielding that none of these factors can reduce the
sensitivity to the misalignment considerably.

As there is a splay-bend deformation in our geometry,
flexoelectric polarization �1� may arise around the electrode
edges which interacts with the electric field and thus may
affect the resulting director field. Flexoelectricity has, how-
ever, been neglected during the simulations; not only because
of the lack of knowledge of the precise values of the flexo-
electric coefficients, but also to allow comparison with our
measurements at f =1 kHz. This frequency is much exceed-
ing the inverse director relaxation time and therefore flexo-
electricity and charge screening effects are expected to play
much less role. In addition, the exposition time of our cam-
era was much longer than the period of the ac voltage, hence
any remaining modulation due to the linear flexoelectric in-
teraction is averaged out in the recorded images. Therefore
neglecting flexoelectricity is not expected to be the reason
for the high theoretical sensitivity on magnetic misalign-
ment.

The lower experimental sensitivity to the field misalign-
ment can be resolved by assuming a restoring force which
hinders the shift of the inversion wall. Such a force might
originate on the one hand in director pinning at surface de-
fect, on the other hand it should surely occur due to the
deformation at the electrode edges parallel to x in case of 2d
confinement �see Fig. 3�, but might also be present �though

FIG. 22. �Color online� Calculated shift s of the inversion wall
from the center �in units of the sample thickness d� versus the
magnetic field H �in units of the Freedericksz field HF� at 
=
−0.3° and U=0.79UF for strong as well as for weak anchoring of
different strength. The dashed horizontal line marks the location of
the electrode edges; the vertical dotted line shows the threshold
magnetic field HUF of the combined electric-magnetic Freedericksz
transition.
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with considerably smaller magnitude due to the finite
�though large� size of the electrode strip in the case of 1d
confinement. Calculation of its influence would require an
extension of the model to 3d deformations which may be a
task for the future.
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